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Launched in , the Kawasaki Barako was designed to replace the older two-stroke Kawasaki
HDIII, it is primarily used as utility hauler for business needs. It was initially launched as the
Kawasaki Barako , but with the implementation of stricter emissions regulations and an
extremely competitive market, an enhanced version, the Kawasaki Barako II , was later
launched. There are two variants available in the market in which differs on how the motorcycle
is started: a standard Barako with only a kick start and a higher variant of Barako both equipped
with a kick start and an electric starter. The engine of the Kawasaki Barako is also used on the
Kawasaki W leisure bike, albeit with a different transmission setup and the lack of a kick starter.
Since the launch of the Kawasaki Barako in the Philippine market, this motorcycle has been
known to be more powerful even with heavier loads thanks to its cc displacement. Like the
other utility motorcycles, the Barako series has a long seat was placed behind the fuel tank to
accommodate extra passenger. The frame was also modified for its future use for sidecar
operation. The Compression release reduces rider pressure, ensuring a smooth operation. And
recently as a response to newer models from rival manufacturers like the Honda TMX Supremo,
its overall appearance was overhauled to give an improved sporty look. The brakes and the
drivetrain was painted black and its chrome tailpipe was replaced with sportier racing inspired
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Kawasaki Barako Stainless Seat. Kawasaki Kawasaki Barako Carburetor Genuine. The Kawasaki
Barako is one of the first heavy-duty motorcycles that was launched by the company under the
segment. It has the power and capacity to commute seven individuals at a time when attached
to a tricycle cab. It was originally introduced for the Japanese market, but knowing the high
demand of the tricycles in the Philippines, the company Kawasaki shortly introduced the Barako
in the year The Kawasaki Barako is known as a commuter motorcycle, it has an important and
popular two-wheeler segment in the Philippines and all major automobile players try to put their
best foot forward in this segment. The Kawasaki Motors Philippines Corporation or known as
the KMPC had recently updated its popular commuter motorcycle, it has a more powerful and
economical engine to make the bike more dependable. Kawasaki also decided to offer an analog
fuel-gauge meter into its instrument console. This powering the bike with a cc, 4-stroke,
single-cylinder, air-cooled, SOHC engine that churns a max power of This feature helps to
ensure an easy kick-start of the engine. The Kawasaki claims that the Barako returns a fuel
economy of up to 57 KMPL and can store 12 liters of fuel in its fuel tank. It also has some subtle
changes on the design front as the bike now gets a sportier silver muffler with the brakes and
drivetrain being painted in black. The Kawasaki Barako is available in four colors, black, grey,
blue, and red. In the year , Kawasaki gave Barako a revamp making it 15 percent more powerful
and 13 percent efficient. It is also in Euro III which makes it more eco-friendly. Knowing more
about the Kawasaki Barako, the company has focused more on the performance of the Barako
motorcycle rather than making it more stylish and aesthetically appealing. It showed some
minor tweaks, and it has done some overhaul to its appearance which definitely provides it with
an improved sporty look. In the front, it has a rectangular headlight which is placed on the
handlebar. In the inside, it has a plastic mask and small turn indicators which are placed just
below it. It has a round rear view mirrors that sit on the handlebar and the clutch and brake
levers are painted in silver color. For the fuel tank features, the Kawasaki Barako logo is located
at the right behind the fuel tank next is the long dual seat. For its exhaust pipe, it covers the
exhaust pipe with a silver color sportier muffler. For its rear features, it comes with a tail lamp,
conventional turn indicators, and a metal grab rail with a small carrier. The Kawasaki Barako is
built on an underbone frame, it comes fitted with a long dual straight seat which provides a
comfortable riding experience. It has an extremely responsive engine along with nimble
handling which allows the motorcycle to ride through traffic conditions as well as smoothly
scale uphill roads. When it comes with its suspension setup, it comprises of a telescopic front
forks and unit swing at the rear to handle the bumps on the road. Kawasaki has also decided to
update the engine of the Kawasaki Barako, now having the Euro III compliant, this produces
more power and is more fuel-efficient. The motor vehicle draws power from a CC, 4-stroke,
single-cylinder, air-cooled, SOHC engine that churns a max power of Its power is passed on to
the wheels through a 4-speed manual gearbox. The company claims, the new engine is 13
percent more fuel-efficient and it can return up to 57 KMPL of fuel economy. It also has a large
fuel-tank of liters with in combination with improved fuel-economy means a long run without the
need of frequent refilling. When it comes with its braking system, it performs by drum brakes at
both ends which are attached to inch spoke wheels. Its equipped with a powerful engine, the
Kawasaki Barako is pretty swift, therefore inclusion of a disc brake at least at the front would

have been a good idea. Moreover, even as instances of bike theft rise in the Philippines,
Kawasaki has not yet decided to equip the vehicle with any additional safety features. Sobrang
tagal na naming gamit ang motor na ito, its tough and reliable but not really comfortable to ride
para sa Read more. My Kawasaki Barako was been a my partnes in my everyday lives Latest
year model ba to? Kasi baka hindi na pwede painsurance yan kapag lumang model na.
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More Sporty Look Knowing more about the Kawasaki Barako, the company has focused more
on the performance of the Barako motorcycle rather than making it more stylish and
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ako Good day!!! Magkano po kaya cash ng barako 2 na model ??? Model Latest year model ba
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Gasoline engine that fires Check Kawasaki Barako II variant's key specs and features. Know
engine specs, safety and technical features, and dimensions at our dedicated variant pages.
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litres. Kawasaki Barako II Standard. Get Exclusive Promos. The Kawasaki Barako II is a
heavy-duty business-focussed motorcycle that is popular in the market for its durability and
performance. The latest model of the Barako comes equipped with a cc 4-stroke engine that
produces This Euro-III compliant engine is mated to a 4-speed transmission and delivers a fuel
economy of 57kmpl which is ideal for the daily commuter. The Barako II comes fitted with dual
straight seat which offers a comfortable riding experience. Suspension setup includes
telescopic front forks and unit swing at the rear. It comes with the option of a 4-Speed
transmission gearbox. Commuter motorcycles is an important and popular two-wheeler
segment in the Philippines and all major automobile players try to put their best foot forward in
this segment. Kawasaki Motors Philippines Corporation KMPC recently updated its popular
commuter motorcycle, the Barako II with a more powerful and economical engine to make the
bike more dependable. The company also introduced an analog fuel-gauge meter into its
instrument console. Powering the bike is a cc, 4-stroke, single-cylinder, air-cooled, SOHC
engine that churns a max power of Kawasaki claims that it the Barako II returns a fuel economy
of up to 57 kmpl and can store 12 litres of fuel in its fuel tank. There are subtle changes on the
design front as the bike now gets a sportier silver muffler with the brakes and drivetrain being
painted in black. The Barako II is available in four colours- black, grey, blue and red at Php 81,
Kawasaki has focused more on the performance of the Barako II rather than making it more
stylish and aesthetically appealing. That said, minor tweaks were done to overhaul the
appearance and provide it with an improved sporty look. At the front, a rectangular headlight is
placed on the handlebar inside a plastic mask and small turn indicators are placed just below it.
Round rear view mirrors sit on the handlebar and the clutch and brake levers are painted in
silver colour. The fuel tank features the Barako II logo and right behind the fuel tank is the long

dual seat. Covering the exhaust pipe is a silver colour sportier muffler, while the rear features a
tail lamp, conventional turn indicators and a metal grab rail with a small carrier. Offered in four
colours- black, grey, blue and red, the Barako II looks good enough considering the fact that it
is more of a utility vehicle. Built on an underbone frame, the Barako II comes fitted with a long
dual straight seat which provides a comfortable riding experience. The extremely responsive
engine along with nimble handling allows the Barako II to ride through traffic conditions as well
as smoothly scale uphill roads. Suspension setup comprises of telescopic front forks and unit
swing at the rear to handle the bumps on the road. It draws power from a cc, 4-stroke,
single-cylinder, air-cooled, SOHC engine that churns a max power of Power is passed on to the
wheels through a 4-speed manual gearbox. It also has a large fuel-tank of litres with in
combination with improved fuel-economy means a long run without the need of frequent
refilling. Braking duties are performed by drum brakes at both ends which are attached to inch
spoke wheels. Being equipped with a powerful engine, the Barako II is pretty swift, therefore
inclusion of a disc brake at least at the front would have been a good idea. Moreover, even as
instances of bike theft rise in the Philippines, Kawasaki has not yet decided to equip the Barako
II with any additional safety features. This can be tagged as a performance oriented bike any
day. If you are seeking for a sturdy bike that is apt for commuting purpose go for this one. As I
mentioned earlier, performance wise this entry level bike just rocks. The engine quality is too
good. That you can easily figure out with the power and the decent torque. Read More. This bike
has a special appeal to the retro lovers. It was after almost months of research that I finally
came across the Kawasaki Barako II as I was very specific about what I wanted from a bike. The
styling had to be retro and the overall functionality provided by the same should be based
around comfort. Glad that I Read More. The Kawasaki Barako II is already a legend in the class
of livelihood motorcycles and I am a proud owner. The current model is better than ever and is
more fuel efficient. The cc engine produces 13PS which is perfect for city driving. Hey guys!!
Did you somehow come across the new edition of Kawasaki Barako II? I did on last week and
got a vivid idea about this bike from the showroom owner as well. As per him the latest edition
of this bike is actually way dependable than previous versions. He assured me that I do not
need to think on Read More. If you are seeking a real powerful and fuel efficient bike for
yourself, you ought to check out Kawasaki Barako II. I just explored the latest updated model
and got pretty impressed. The sales person told me now this bike is more powerful and fuel
efficient, if compared to its previous models. Another distinguished feature is this bike is one
Read More. Bikes have always been my favorite possession. I have always obsessed over the
sports bike because they are amazing. I wanted to purchase one after getting promoted. I was
very confused as in which one to buy and asked my brother to help me out. He was the one who
told me about the Kawasaki Barako II. I went to Read More. I have finally saved quite a bit which
will make it possible to get a nice bike for me. The Kawasaki Barako II was becoming more
popular and my friends suggested it as well so I decided to settle for this one. It had cc engine
which gave high performance. It could reach a maximum torque of This thing is so powerful, in
spite of being extremely fuel efficient. The design is pretty professional and the red paint job
just makes it look like an absolute beast. The Kawasaki Barako is well known in the country for
being the workhorse that it is. It was first launched The engine is also pushed to its Brochure
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